Facilitators began the meeting by addressing Task Force (TF) concerns. Facilitators asked the TF how they would like to approach the information for the meeting. TF members concurred they would like to review the redline document with suggested changes.

Julie Murgel presents and explains the redline changes to the TF. Beginning with 10.57.410 - Mentorship, the redline is explained then discussed by the TF. Discussion included why mentorship is being included in Ch57, how quality alternate prep programs are recognized by MT for other states, and what the included 5C license is.

TF discussed Praxis in licensure. The suggestion is made to develop an array of options for applicants to complete rather than requiring specifically the Praxis exam. TF discussed the possibility of developing something along the lines of the MAC system that is used at MSU.

TF discusses redline suggestions for 10.57.412. Suggestion is made to make more equity between six semester credits and 60 renewal units as it may take much less time to achieve 60 renewal units than six semester credits. Facilitators make note that psychology is listed in 412, but is not a teaching endorsement on a class 1 or 2 license, and needs to be corrected in ARM.

TF discusses redline suggestions for 10.57.414. TF discusses if a similar array of options can be developed for administrative licenses as the Praxis exam. The group discusses the requirement of MT specific law and finance courses. Clarification is given of university law courses. The suggestion is made that collective bargaining programs should be included.

TF discusses 10.57.107 redline suggestions. Facilitators clarify the need for the suggested revisions in ARM.

Group discusses timeline going forward. The TF was not ready to vote on recommendations. TF will meet 10.7.21 from 1:00 – 3:30 pm.